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The summary:

The council or advice (Eshourah in arabic)is one of the main principles of
the political system in Islam.

The holy Qur’an ordered muslims to parctice Eshourah. The prophet – peace
be up on him- and the calipgs after him practiced Eshourah.

But, it was neglected by the Amawian’s caliphs (the caliphs from the tribe of
bany oumaia), which let a very bad effects on the relationship between the
governors and the people.

Thus, the Ummah get more and weak and separated into several parts and
groups.

Nowadays, the Islamic and Arabic stats work to take back again Eshouah in
their parliamentary systems, influenced by the occidental democracy.

The asked questions about this subject- in the past and now- are:
Is it obligatory to practice Eshourah ?
Is the governor obliged to practice Eshourah with the members of the

government and the parlaiment?
Is he obliged to take in consideration the results of Eshourah or not?
These are the main themes treated in this research.
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